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I, Introduction 

The investigation of the vacuum stability in the frame

work of different field theoretical approaches presents a 

considerable interest l-4. This problem is closely tied with 

many questions arising in quantum field theory and concerning 

the structure of the vacuum, For instance, there is an in

dication 5 that in the case of the massless Yang-Mills theory 

the one-loop radiative .corrections to the classical action 

lead to instability of the vacuum, Moreover, it was pointed 

out 6 .that the magnetic instability of the perturbative va

cuum of the non-Abelian Yang-Mills field enables us probably 

to solve the problem of the colour confinement in QCD, The 

nontrivial expectation value.of the vacuum field may arise in 

two different ways: either on the classical level when the 

Lagrangian has a term like a negative squared mass 7 ,e which 

leads to the broken symmetry of the ground state or on the 

quantum level when the quantum corrections can give rise to 

the vacuum instability 9 • The quantum corrections lead to 

divergences which should be removed by the renormalization 

procedure. As a result, the contribution of quantum nuctua

tions may seriously change the classical picture •. Thia situa

tion oan be seen, for example, in the ( h ?'9.4, apalar field 

model 9-ll. The theory is described by the Lagrangian 

where h is the bare self-interacting coupling constant 

an:l !Tl is the boson mas a. In the real ~ space-time 



this theory is renormalizable. The classical potential is 

bounded below and gives rise to a ground state with a zero 

expectation value of the field (jJ • The quantum corrections 
9 IO 

after eliminating the corresponding divergences lead ' 

to the effective potential unbounded below, i.e. to instabi

lity cf. the model. 

The theory under consideration may be made finite by 
11 

introducing into it a nonlocal interaction. Then, the bo-

son propagator in the Euclidean space-time is given by 

,,..._ 

DrK2
) = v'r K'2 f ~ • 

m2+K2 
(2) 

Here JitK2f2.} is a nonlocal formfactor and / is a parame

ter of nonlocality. Due to the fastly decreasing (2) as 

K2➔ao the theory has no ultraviolet divergences. The quan

tum contribution has a finite value and the stability of the 

theory and its ground state is preserved. 

But the situation may be changed.by introduction of an 

additional local Yukawa-type interaction with fermions. The 

Lagrangian of the fermion seotor is 

L;: (x J = Y-'rx) [ii - M] 'ftxJ + f SVrxJ /1 t/txJ {P(XJ , (:3) 

where M and / are the fermion mass and the Yukawa 

coupling constant, respectively. 

The fermion-propagator has the standard form 

f:;f'"J L ,.:>1lK = --, #-l/( 
, (4) 

2 

., 

• 

Here K=t~ and ~ are the Dirac matrices. The 

Yu.lrnwa-type model with the Lagrangian 

LrxJ = L; (xJ -1-£/rxJ (5) 

is superrenormalizable because of the finite boson part (I). 

Here L;, is the Lagrangian of the nonlocal boson sector. 

When the quantum corrections are taken into account 

there arise divergences connected with fermion loops • ..\fter 

eliminating these divergences by renormalizatio.n one obtains 

a finite contribution from a boson-fennion interaction which 

can give rise to instability in the theory. 

The aim of the present paper is to investigate the role 

of renormalization procedure in the vacuum instability in 

this model, 

For a qualitative investigation of the first quantum 

correlations one usually uses perturba~ive methods, such as 
1 9 . 

loop expansion ' of the effective potential. In the in-

teresting for us region of strong coupling nonperturbative 

methods should be used. On the way, the variational estima

tions ll,lJ,l5 are more attractive, first of all, from the 

point of view of universality and simplioity of calculations. 

In this paper we will use the varia~ional estimation method 

suggested in Ref. 11. 

2. The superrenormalizable Yukawa~type model 

The Yukawa-type model with the boson...fermi.cn interao

tion is widely used 11- 15 for testing different methods and 

new ideas in the field theory. In the chiral-invariant 

Yukawa theory with scalar ooupling, the fermion part of the 

3 



effective potential has been investigated 12 in the one-loop 

approximation. It has been found that at certain ratio of 

coupling constants j and h the instability of the ini-

tial ground state arises. The presence of fermions encoura

ges spontaneous symmetry breaking and destabilizes the theo

ry, Stability requires lJ the bare /J being ·infinitesimal. 

It should be noted that this contrasts with large-N studies 

14 · in which !j remains finite, The last paper contains an 

indication of the existence of the phase with a nontrivial 

vacuura expectation value of the bosonic field. 

The investigation of this problem within the framework 

of the modified variational Gaussian approximation 15 gives 

the effective potential unbounded below. The Yukawa-type 

theory turns out to be unstable, 

All the above-ment~oned papers deal with the local 

Yukawa-type model, In the superrenormalizable theory conside

red here we have another picture due to the nonlocality of 

the bosonic sector, This model has the boson and fermion 

propagators defined by (2) and (4), respectively, and the 

total Lagrangian is written as 

[rx)=itpxJ(o-nl}frxJ+ f(x;{illrl/'l'w-4 f l(rfo)r;xef-lJ vkJ;; 'lfxJ/k'l!lv11,j(6) 

where the nonlocal boson field tp(X)'S Krt2a) f/)(X) is in

troduced. The nonlocal operator Vi-!i,J = [ Kr!2
a) }

2 
obeys 

some special cozdi tions (see Ref. 11 ) , To concretize eq, 

(6) we choose the pseudoscalar interaction f"=iJ; there. 

The Lagrangian (6) is invariant under the transforma

tions 

4 

~ 

. ({J(X) ---+ - (,0(-X) , 

f//(X) ~); f//(-X) • 
(7) 

But the ground state may have no this symmetry due to the 

contribution of the fermionic sector, 

As is well known 9 ' 16 ' 17 , the vacuum state of a 

theory is defined by the absolute minimum of the effective 

potential. 

We investigate now the behav.iour of the effective poten

tial which is defined by 16 

Vetr r i J = -1°'!00 ii. & < S'.n l rA J > (8) 

where 

I ( · 1 r · (9) < S.n.lr/>cl) ::ii )'fp,cf"yitfp J'{ 9i-12 jrlxrpM) f?Xf/jlx[ripJ j · 
Here Q is the space-time total volume and L is the Lag

rangian given by (6). The unique point ¢c=sq, which corres

ponds to the minimum of 'K;,l'Ji] is treated as vacuum expec

tation value of the field. 

In the superrenon:nalizable Yukawa-type model under oon

sideration, in order to remove all the divergences induced 

by fe,rmicn1c loops ~tis sUff1c1ent to introduce counter

ten:ns only for the ~enormal.1zation of the boson mass and 

the self-interaction coupling constant /2 
!I.be total Lagrangian (6) can be rewritten as 

L; ==~l()[O-m3/(,'J+ Cf[d-:-MJi-f!'PJ;.'f¢ + 

.,{ ( 1-2~)1'1 - ¥1¢2 
(IO) 

, 
5 



where ~,, 2'z = -~2, 17 (-ml) (11) 

~'I~ 
z'I = 4' rro, o, o, o) 

J'm2 = ?2, ifr-m2J 

Here 
,,.__, (~ r,~ ;.., } 

l"lrK2
) = )(2Jr}'I fr;S'(ipJSr!)+iK) 

(12) 

rr11,1J,&,;;)= ft~;'I tr -{ Srt;f +iK ) •.. Sr'4+iK Jj 
We make now the following regularization 

4£Q (K2J. = ffiK1)- ifr-1112.J- (m 1+K') if'r-m1J Cu) 

/;r;f/i,-·,/l) = ~ 1 , .. ,t,.,J-fh,0,0,0). 
Substitution of (IO)-(lJ) into (9) removes all the divergen

ces in the theory. 

We will calculate the integrals in (9) in the following 

way. The Gaussian integration over fermionic variables can be 

oarried out exactly. Further, we employ the variational 

method to the remaining functional integral over the bosonic 

field. Finally, one obtains the estimation for the right -

-hand side of equation (9). 

It is convenient to make the following change of the 

integration variables 11 in functional integral (9) 

WxJ = friz•<T(x-zJ-p(ZJ 

¢rxJ = fh·LJ(x-z)•tt(Z). 
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(14) 

where the functions (i'(X-2) and Ll(X-Z) are defined by 

Srx-y) = fh•IY(X-Z)• (J(Z-j) 

Drx-yJ =Jt:lz. Li(x-ZJ•LJ(z-Jt). 
(15) 

The new integration variables t/(Z) and ffzJ can be ex

panded into the basis orthonormalized functions 11 {J,,_(X)j 

t/(Z) =[;ti,,_$, (Z) 

ffzJ =En O/zJ 
" <11 d'11 

In (7) we pick out the Gaussian integration mea~u~es 

d'u. tt.2) . 
do;;= (la;J exp[- .2.." . 

a'o-y, = (7 ~ a'~.~ ,y0 [- ~ r;,.} 
which obey the usual conditions 

j d'<Yr, = 1 , fa'o-"' =i 
The functional integral over fermionio fiel~s in (9) is 

carried out exactly 

(16) 

(17) 

(1a) 

. . . .· · (19). 

/afr~•exff'I fix Y1xJ;; lftx;.[r/,rxJ+rfcJ}= Jel(i+Jfll}, · 
A . . 

where the matrix f/,,,n has the form 

11,,,,z = j/x <J;(X) ¾ CJ;_{XJ·/r/(xJ+iJ (20) 

Note that 1n the Euclidean metric where the·femion:propaga;.. 

tor has the.form (4) the matrix (20) is nonhermitian.:But 

it is possible to substitute the ~ .. Sti.<) by 



CrK2J = I Sri,,?J/ (21) 

As a result, the matrix 1-/4,fl becomes hermitian provided 

that 

Ctxcf) =Jclz: <Y(X-i!)•()(z-JJ = L ~ (x) <S",,_{J) • ,,_ 

(22) 

The replacenent (21) does not alter the ultraviolet behav:;.our 

of the fermionic propagator which plays the main role in our 

consideration. 

Further, we may use the following inequality 

def ( .l +ijll) ~ e¥({
2

lrllflf- t1
trf!J (2J) 

valid for arbitrary hermitian matrices /I . Substituting 

(2J) into the integ:ral (9) we have 

< ~liJ > ~ extf fl(1¢/+lzi)}-jcl<J;p ex; (Jirllll+ - c
24

) 

~ f lrll// + ;_L jfhcjptKJlffx.,JP(JJ + !/ mt,//12 -
.n. 

(i-ZtJj✓-r(;l~xJ +6'y61xJt+rJ/)-2J-Jclx(¢2rxJ+~/)} · 
Let us introduce new integration variables 4'n - ti,. ( l+f,. J-½, 
where lr,.l are positive numbers obeying the condition 

E tJ < oo • Using the inequality 
,,_ ln. 

/clo;, ex1Wirp1 ~ expjr:ICJ;p Hli"pJ (25) 

valid for real functionals HfrrpJ - we obtain the follow

ing estimation for (9): 

< $_,J¢bl > ~· exp(-1-.f[&(t+i)- 1:~ J/e1t/-12[;:',l/+Jrl/Jj x 

8 

.1 :.,, 

,, 

.f ) 

l 
,/ 

· ( f jl. 1- 91/ t 
~ ex,JJ~ /'I trll,11, - 4' trll, + 

i' Jf ixcf ~{x)Z>fxj'J~(f} + Jm 2//Q- (26) 
.12 

(/-Z,,Jjrlx{~ixJ+641rxJ//+r//}- 7J/xf~:x)+¢/Jj 
where ..L · Ll,.{x) 

CR, rxJ =E ~ 11, . 
I ,Z ·. 'f+r,,_ it, (27) 

Pr = ri+c;i~ fl (t+rI~ • 

From (26) we obtain the final estimation for the effective 

potential 

~ [,A]~ I{ [ i 1 = mill g;,,, {.o~ ,[?/n(l+o )- ~ j+ 
{'I,.] J2-+DO ..C.J£ 11. {I 7,._ f+y,. 

1J1Z.1z I ./1 ,9z ( I + P. ( 'I 
rw +/1.'Pc -.t.12JC1~/rfl,II, +1.f2)afr-'ll-rfl, -

{~ }"'x1~{x)JS'r-7J?jrxJ--jmt,J,2 + (28) 

(/z-4) _ti fclx [~rxJ+C4ix)t//+I/} + §'J/jc6[i,,)xJ+,/{Jj . 
ft A y · 

The variational problem (28) with Prbitrary positive num

bers ft,_] is very complicated and for simplioi ty we can 

choose ~ such that the following asymptotic inequali-

ties are satisfied 

t1. 1 E r tJ ~ ] r ti~ -tJ 111 ffK1J } x~ .a. IZ l CIZ(f-tf,. )- f+f,,_ = )12,r)'l/oz(l+f(K'J;- l+f(.Kt.) ) 

(29 

f}m E ~{x) - r cl'IK ifrK2J ' 
:r/.➔oO ,t l+f,._ - )(2,,-P' I+ (jfKZJ 

9 



where <J{K2J is a positive function obeying the condition 

/drj tjlK2J<oO • 
Let us direct the volume to infinity: J2 ➔oo • Substi-

tuting (29) into (26) and picking out the dimensional factor 

mf' we obtain a variational estimation for the upper bound 

of the effective potential 

rr J. ,,, • { 1 r✓'k itJ 1. •,J ?1.t1;} 
v+l '!-'cl= m ·';;~ TJ7.2,,JYtt11cl+ft~'J -t+ftK'.J -

9tft1f ~ ,..., . ,1,,,1rAt1'k"' t - z .Ii ,..., 
1: J(,inJ" J}tk2J/1~(.K1) + I/ JJ #u;a lj(f'Jl4(K'J-ji·/,;/o,jJ,K,O)+ 

~ /2-lz Z • I .f_t.~ ,?yfit "-' 
¼c(O,f;K.f.,.K)+ ,~}+ i ·/I-~ f"kt:(o)+7j)($d~'ft{/J· 

r ~ ~ 2Mz 7] "} L lt·f;_<o,d,C,f) + .f•!Zt: (O,P,f,f)+ JI/ JJ + h/4 • 
(JO) 

where 
,,.._ 

~ lJ(K7J 
!J,(K-z) = /+O(K7) 

7' L (Jl) 

. n I (J ./f7 17 I. o1(f--<)Pt.) 
, ~Er; (d,O, O,f) =-(.2,,,.p jlfo( 11::z-f •(4,z <I+ Nl, 

0 

f . 
rf I (.J /JI o1ft-o1Jft I 

I KEG; (P,O,f,f) = -4'1,z Jqd t:l'l( I+ #z ~ .J 
0 

n I r ? I -½1. t . z ,ll ;J M2+x~/1-c!lj 
/ tq~(J!J=.3f7/"Z rl-K2

+7T r,lcl[.t(f--<)} ,N +Kcl(f-o(;;oz /.IZ+ o1(1-«) ' 

It is convenient to Tepresent formula (JO) by diagrams. If 

we introduce conventional notation shown in Fig,l, the 

Tight-hand side of inequality (JO) can be described by the 

set of graphs shown in Fig.2, 

10 

Dq(K 2 ) ~ 

nREGIK2 l --<:>--: 
I 

'D, 

eo.asi w 
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---:-• X 
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_..:, -- .,/ ............. 

Fig, 1. Notation for the 
Feynman diagrams. 

Fig.2, Graphical re~resentation 
oi the effective potential.· 

Minimization procedure applied to the right-hand side 

of (JO) results in the complicated integral eg_uation. fut we 

can overcome this obstacle in the following way. Let us take -

the function 

,z .:f "-' 7r1:-') = -mz . .DrK1) , (J2) 

where J' =f(J) is a variational parameter. ,lo\, we look for the 

solution of the equation 

clV+t -o -;r -
';I r=i(J;J.J 

which obeys the condition el2V+pfz >O 

(JJ) 

• Substituting 

the solution of eq. (JJ) into.(JO) and taking into account 

(29) we finally get 

v;. !rfcJ = ml/. ( C +Cllf;lz;£Jrfc2-1-i.~ffj. 
(J4) 

The field configuration r/[ = ,;f giving -the absolute 

minimum of the potential (J4) corresponds to the vacuum state 

of the system. We see in (J4) that the potential is bound 

II 



below at an arbitrary constant h > o, i.e., the theory re

mains stable, The factor tl~✓-1,.,i:fo) is given by 

I R2 ~ · +' +' 
aif;ltii)-y-Ifk/tJJ + flt; tr,t>lJ. 

[ /, f! ~ ~l;.J. J 
., . R,fq ( (), "'°'! j + }', c;q ( 0, l,f,j)) + ~ y 

(J5) 

From (28) it is easy to see that at;ji/4;.foJ may have 

different signs at fixed h, i.e. 

Cl{7;/..;f.) ~ tJ at j ~ J'crif (/2) 

and 

Cl(j,·A ,.J.) < 0 at J > #crit- { A) 
So, in this theory the initial vacuum stability may be bro

ken and there exist two phases with different vacuum expec

tation values of the field, It should be noted that here the 

second order phase transition takes place. 

The qualitative behaviour of the effective potential 

~[tfc.] at different values of j' is shown in Fig,J, At 

small </c the potential V+ behaves as ~i2 
, ,...._,, ¢cs, 

and ~-st for curves 1,2 and J, respectively (see Fig,J), 
C 

v. [¢>c1 

3 

¢le 

FiB, J, The behaviour of ¾. [ s4] 
for fixed /2 at different j 
The curves 1, 2 and J correspond 

a' 0 11 to the coupling constants if , t:f ,,, 
and cf , respectively, where 

. o'< o"= o < 0 111 
1 cf d i?'cr,f cT 
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J. Con cl usio n 

We have investigated the appearance of the instability 

in the superrenormalizable Yukawa-type field theory which .is 

an extension of the /up11 scalar field model with a. nonlocal 

self-interaction. At the infinitesimal coupling constant !} 
we have a finite theory. In this case, the vacuum state is 

stable and has a trivial expectation value of the field. An 

additional interAction with fermions breaks the vacuum.sta

bility. As a result, a. finite critical value for the boson

-fermion coupling constant arises. For J<£rif the interac

tion is small and the system is found in the phase with 

"normal• vacuum. When the constant J- increases the fer-

mionic destabilizing role becomes more important and for 

Cl> o . the boson field //J acquires nontrivial vacuum 
(f dCrif r 
expectation value and the system goes into a new phase, 

P'.ere, the second order phase transition takes place. Thus, 

in the renormalized theory under consideration the symmetry 

(j) ➔ -p turns out to be spontaneously broken. · 
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EqiBMoB r. B. , I'aH60nA r. E2-89-263 
HecTaOHJlbHOCTb BaKyyMa B cynepnepeHopMHpyeMOH 
TeopHH IOKaBbl 

HccneAyeTCR YCTOH'-IHBOCTb OCHOBHoro COCTORHHR H B03MOJK
HOCTb nonaneHHR qiasoaoro nepexoAa B cynepnepeHopMHP)'.eMoH 
HenoKanbHOH MOAenH IOKaBbl, Ilony'-leHa BapHaQHOHHan oQeHKa 
CBepxy AnR sqiqieKTHBHOro noTeHQHana. IloKasaHO cy~eCTBOBa
HHe KOHetIHoro KpHTH'-leCKoro 3Ha'-leHHR AnR KOHCTaHTbl 6osoH- · 
qiepMHOHHoro BsaBMoAeHCTBirn. IlpH 6onee CHnbHOH CBR3H HCXOA:... 
HblH BaKYYM TepneT YCTOH'-IHBOCTb H CHCTeMa nepeXOAHT K Ho
BOH qiase C HeHyneBblM BaKYYMHblM cpeAHHM 3HatieHHeM nonn; 

PaooTa BbmonHeHa B naoopaTOPHH TeopeTH'-leCKOH qJH3HKH 
arum. 
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On the Vacuun Stability in the 
Superrenormalized.Yukava-Type Theory 

The stability of the ground state and the.possibility 
of appearance of the phase transition in the superrenorma
lizable nonlocal Yukawa-type field theory are investiga
ted. A variational estimation of the upper bound for the 
effective potential is obtained. It is shown that there 
exists a finite critical value for the boson-fermion 
coupling constant. The initial vacuum becomes unstable 
when this coupling constant exceeds the critical value. 
As a result, the system under consideration goes into the 
phase with nonvanishing expectation value of the field, 
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